
In addition, Webroot continues to innovate and deliver new products not 
only that MSPs want, but also ones that allow them to become more 
profitable. Just look at Webroot® Security Awareness Training for an 
example. Not only has this product made a huge impact in reducing the 
number of successful attacks businesses face (Webroot found that after 
12 months of security awareness training, end users are 70% less likely to 
fall for a phishing attempt), but MSPs have realized additional revenues by 
adding a proven and valuable product to their offering. 

This year, security is now the number one growth area responded to in 
the MSP 501 survey data and accounts for 75% of the top 4 spots. This 
shines a light on how significant Webroot’s gains really are, because 
achieving this much market share in an area that is so critical to MSPs is 
not an easy task. 

Security - 73%       Network Security - 71%

Professional Services - 55%       Endpoint Security - 53% 

 
These numbers are critical for MSPs to pay attention to in the coming year 
because they identify focus areas of the top performing MSPs in the world. 
The fact that customers are hearing about a new major breach every 
week, coupled with the primary goal of a MSP (to keep their clients up, 
running and secure), demonstrates the importance on choosing a security 
vendor wisely. The numbers only tell us part of the story, but when you 
look at Webroot’s accomplishments in their channel program, innovation, 
efficacy and efficiency, it’s no wonder why they are a leader.

Executive Summary 
The Channel Futures MSP 501 is the most comprehensive, independent 
Managed Services Provider (MSP) survey conducted annually. Only the top 
501 applicants make the list, based off the data gathered through submitting 
survey questions and certified accounting information through a financial 
professional or QuickBooks. MSPs from around the globe are motivated to 
respond to the survey for their chance to be on the MSP 501 list as it is seen 
as the best mechanism to benchmark their organizational progress against 
other leading providers with real numbers. 

The 501 survey collects demographic information on each participating MSP, 
including the vendors that they use. For Webroot, Clarity Channel Advisors 
has aggregated three years of survey results to produce a trending report 
that demonstrates the security vendor market share fluctuation within the 
MSP ecosystem. 

According to the latest MSP 501 survey data, Webroot owns a 49% market 
share among the world’s top MSPs. This is an increase of almost 20% from 
the previous year and the most significant growth of any anti-virus player in 
the MSP market surveyed. 

The numbers are clear, but do not give us enough information as to the why 
and what Webroot is doing to command such a lead over their competitors. 

First, Webroot continues to fortify their channel program, making it easy for 
MSPs to offer, provision, deploy, and manage their products. In speaking 
with MSPs who use Webroot, a common theme is the ease of management 
and their support outshining most other vendors they work with. When you 
combine this with customer statements about the efficacy and efficiency of 
their products, we start to make sense of Webroot’s market share. 

The Clarity Security Vendor Report 
Prepared for Webroot

According to the latest MSP 501 survey data, Webroot owns a 49% market share among 
the world’s top MSPs. This is an increase of almost 20% from the previous years and the 

most significant growth of any anti-virus player in the MSP market surveyed.



3 Year Market Share Analysis

2016 2017 2018 
Webroot  30%  36%  49%  
Sophos 14%  29%  32%  
Trend Micro  10%  11%  14%  
Symantec  22%  21%  19%  
McAfee  13%  12%  10%  
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Summary 
In summary, the Clarity Channel Advisors report concludes that Webroot, 
as of the most recent 501 survey results (2018), has more market share 
with MSPs than any other anti-virus provider with 49%. In addition, 
Webroot’s market share with MSPs has risen 14% in just 3 years. 
While other AV providers have grown in the same time period, Webroot 
demonstrates a commanding lead over other providers in the space, with 
Sophos being the nearest market share contender with a 32% share.
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About Webroot
Webroot, a Carbonite company, harnesses the cloud and artificial intelligence to protect businesses and individuals against cyber threats. We provide the number one security solution for managed service 
providers to protect small businesses, who rely on Webroot for endpoint protection, network protection, and security awareness training. Webroot BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Services are used by market 
leading companies like Cisco, F5 Networks, Citrix, Aruba, Palo Alto Networks, A10 Networks, and more. Leveraging the power of machine learning to protect millions of businesses and individuals, Webroot 
secures the connected world. Headquartered in Colorado, Webroot operates globally across North America, Europe, Australia and Asia. Discover Smarter Cybersecurity® solutions at webroot.com.
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Total MSP Vendor Market

2016 2017 2018 
Cisco/Meraki  49%  56%  61%  
SonicWall  47%  49%  51%  
Webroot  35%  45%  49%  
Umbrella by OpenDNS  35%  38%  45%  
Sophos 14%  29%  32%  
Fortinet  19%  24%  29%  
Microsoft Authenticator  10%  14%  27%  
Google Authenticator  12%  18%  26%  
Symantec  22%  21%  19%  
DOU 3%  6%  18%  
WatchGuard  13%  15%  17%  
AuthAnvil  14%  16%  16%  
Palo Alto Networks  9%  11%  14%  
Passportal  7%  8%  12%  
McAfee  13%  12%  10%  
Kaspersky  15%  11%  8%  
Okta  2%  5%  7%  
Excel Micro 2%  3%  4%  
Other  23%  27%  31%  


